Wood-Experience represents the evolution and development of Legno & Edilizia, a trade exhibition that has represented the reference point for the wooden construction sector for 20 years.

Faithful to Piemmeti’s vocation of specialization in the wood supply chain, a material symbol of natural values, sustainability and savings, Wood-Experience is the only meeting platform for the sector. It represent an important business and international exchange opportunity, along with a great occasion to shine a light and to draw the Media’s attention on the sector.

For this reason, “Wood-Experience” will propose both to exhibitors and visitors a focused trade fair format that will take into consideration the new business needs, safety and internationality.
Wood Experience is the only Italian Event dedicated to the entire wood supply chain.

A supply chain exhibition proposal that starts from the forest and the sawmill, has its core business in woodworking machines, both for construction / structural purposes and for furniture / furnishings, to arrive at finishing, treatment and processing complement.
Wood-Experience
The product chain

- Machines and technologies for primary wood processing (forest)
- Technology for sawmills
- Woodworking machines:
  - For construction (Legno&Edilizia)
  - For furniture and furniture industry (SaMuLegno)
- Automation and processing plants 4.0
- Software, design and components
- Envelope: roof and walls
- Surface and finishing technologies
- Energy from wood

Wood-Experience
Woodworking machines – for construction sector

Core business of the exhibition
The backbone of the exhibition will be the world’s leading Companies in the production of woodworking machines for construction purposes, already protagonists of Legno&Edilizia since 2001.

The entire sector of machines, plants, technologies and services for the craft and wood industry will be represented by Wood Experience, the main platform for meeting professional operators, thanks to the experience and direct contacts of Piemmeti SpA with: sawmill, carpentry, wood carpenters, construction companies.

SAMULEGNO

Wood Experience will expand its exhibition and conference themes already debated during the last edition. Thanks to the partnership with Pordenone Fiere, a renewed edition of Samulegno will take place. 

Samulegno has always been the most important open-house for the sector of machines and technologies for the creation of furniture, thus expanding the areas of interest and the audience of interesting visitors to the event.

In partnership with:

Pordenone Fiere
Exhibitions since 1947
Wood-Experience
Echibiting areas

Progetto Bosco
TREND AND LATEST NEWS ABOUT FORESTRY MACHINERIES IN ACTION
An area dedicated to forestry machinery and the first woodworking will offer operational demonstrations of specific machines, systems and equipment. From woodcutting machines to wood chippers, from the shredders to the woodcutter benches, to the processing centers for firewood.

Professionals in the sector will have the opportunity to see the latest innovations offered by the market, to see how it works and to interact directly with the employees of the manufacturing companies on the technical characteristics of the machinery in action.

Accessories and finishes
ROOFS, WALLS, FLOORS, DOORS AND WINDOWS
Companies of all sizes, which deal with the production, marketing, installation, restoration and maintenance of roofs, floors, windows, doors, walls and all the completing installations, is absolutely important.

The product range offers a very wide offer and also explores the numerous complementary processes, from insulation to insulation, to integrated soundproofing systems or solar / photovoltaic technologies.

From design to finishing
DESIGN, SOFTWARE, LOGISTICAL, HANDLING
The professional visitors will be able to see the full woodworking range: the first wood working and industrial process, the structure, the craftsmanship, the furnishing in the construction and furniture sectors.

From the most innovative IT applications of technical design (CNC) and architectural (advanced CAD), to the certification protocols to get to the innovative models of milling, finishing, painting of beams, structural components, panels, doors, floors, doors and windows.

Veronafiere, 27-30 October 2021
www.wood-experience.com
Wood is the first renewable Energy. It is the oldest source of heat, but also the most modern and efficient:
- because it warms without warming the planet
- because it reduces air pollution by up to 80%
- because it defends and enhances the forest
It is also the most convenient, both for people and for the Country.

Wood Experience will propose an exhibition and conference area that will enhance this source of energy, which often has been underestimated and wrongly considered harmful and polluting.

In partnership with:

Wood-Experience
Special area – the natural house

In Wood Experience halls, a house will be realized.
The natural house.
Naturally made by wood.
A sustainable house, which highlights the advantages of wooden construction and promotes a natural lifestyle.

It is a communication proposal that aims to make all the private and professional visitors not too experts in wood construction, to understand the competitive advantages of a construction model that may be applied both in Milano and in mountain places, in rapid times and certain costs.

Ance Verona, the Association of Construction Companies, is among the promoters of the "CQ - Building in Quality" project with the Professional Orders and Colleges of Verona (Architects, Engineers, Surveyors and Industrial Experts). The project has the mission of increasing the design and construction quality to ensure the quality and durability of both new and refurbished buildings, thanks to the creation of a joint platform between ANCE, Orders and Professional Colleges.

One of the major criticalities of the building is in fact the lack of coordination of the various subjects involved in both the design and executive phases, which the QC project aims to facilitate and stimulate to make the comparison between all the actors involved and, consequently, the entire construction process.

At Wood-Experience ANCE Verona will present "CQ - Building in Quality" in an exhibition area of 500 square meters and conferences with the participation of about twenty national companies, leaders in the construction sector, operating in this way.
Piemmeti will organized an important program of technical/scientific conferences in collaboration with NextWood, CasaClimaVerona, ANCE, of Pietro Ferrari and its editorial organization and along with Professor Franco Laner.

New agreements and new initiatives are being defined.

* - The release of training credits for the participation in conferences is foreseen
**Wood-Experience**

**Wood-Experience** will be developed on an exhibition area of over 25,000 square meters and foresees, taking into consideration the last edition of Legno & Edilizia, the presence of over 30,000 visitors from all Italian regions as well as from many foreign countries, mainly from the European Alpine areas and from the former Yugoslavia.

**Wood-Experience** will integrate the on-site Event with a series of digital services aimed at ensuring visibility and providing a privileged opportunity for exchange, innovation and training, throughout the 12 months of the year.

Veronafiere, 27-30 October 2021  
www.wood-experience.com
"The profile of the sector operator, which has characterized the specificity of Legno & Edilizia, has always been declined in the figures of carpenters, the construction company, the technician and the designer - declares the Director of Piemmeti, Raul Barbieri - The direct link with the exhibition proposal of woodworking machines for furniture opens the prospect of involvement of reference figures in the world of design and production of furniture and components for furnishings and a wider presence of operators in the flooring production sectors, windows and doors."
The wood supply chain, a key and primary element for the economic recovery after the health emergency, will find in WOOD EXPERIENCE the best way to restore and increase its own business, thanks also to the support measures in place (financial incentives, eco-bonuses) prepared by the Italian Government.